Letters to The Tech

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION: Nancy Page, Jerry Buschell

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL LIAISON: Joe Angland

FEEDBACK: Jim Shoer, Dick Myrick

Gnomon offers 3¢ Xerox copy

Gnomon Copy Service, 319 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, is offering a "Gnomon Privilege Card" which permits the purchase of Xerox copies for 3 cents each without limit. The card operates like a credit card, and is available free to anyone who takes the trouble to write for one. Available to companies, departments, groups, etc. as well as individuals, the card applies to charge or cash orders but credit must be applied for separately. Gnomon Privilege Card orders may also be charged to MIT P.O. numbers.

The three cent price includes free collating, and a choice of regular 8-hole, or legal size paper. Other paper stocks are available. Gnomon is a seven minute walk from MIT and uses the Xerox 360-4111 machine which has the highest quality of any Xerox machine. Gnomon's machine even reproduces solids and half tones.

Additional information may be obtained by phoning 868-2715.

Your new boyfriends have a new girlfriend!

Think it over, over coffee. The Think Drink.

The remaining scheduled events will

The Tech Tailor

The Tech Tailor

EVEN THE PICS ARE HAPPY IN TOPIC

Relax and Divert

CAMPUS CUE

Pocket Billiards

Great for a Date

Even though you don't have any more things to do, you may as well take the time to think about it. Just take your time and think about it. It will be easier that way.

The remaining scheduled events will

Feature on campaigning

Electioneering reaches reading-period line

By Craig Gordon

School makes strange bedfellows of students. Campaigning for elections is, for many, like cramming desperately and frantically for a final exam. The commitment to run is made after weighing carefully whether the work is worth the strains of the experience of the term. Would doing something be more profitable or more pleasant? 

After work the work is a period of getting psyched up and into the proper mood. Reassurance from friends as necessary for a positive start as the effect of getting a good teacher, enthusiasm and knowledgeability. Patiently the remaining doubts are smoothed away in the excitement of getting involved.

What follows is involvement in a deep sense. Anesthetically, eating, sleeping, and living campaigning is more exciting than eating, sleeping, and living formules. But in each case there is a tenuousness of commitment, a feeling of being tied to a way of action for each given hour, the worry of whether the work will be finished when the night ends.

Seeing each person to get more signatures on the petition of candidacy isn't bad, yet it's as simple as turning the everythin,

The following are connections to the convocation printed in the Tuesday issue of The Tech. Unified University Article VI, Section V of the General Assembly Bylaws should read: "The General Assembly shall elect three (3) undergraduates to serve on the Executive Committee at the March meeting of each year.

Senate: Article II, Section 1B of the Senate Bylaws should read: "Representatives from each undergraduate constituency who shall be elected by and for whose place of residence in accordance with the Constitutional Bylaws of his dormitory, except that he shall not become the representative of virtue of holding any other office."